
Trial Results

Williams Kastner is well known for its vast trial and litigation successes. We have substantial 
experience in a broad range of legal areas such as administrative law, antitrust, bankruptcy, 
breach of contract, class actions, commercial torts, construction, defamation, drug products, 
employment practices, fire and marine, intellectual property, insurance coverage, insurance 
defense, environmental and land use, lender liability, products liability, professional liability, 
real estate, securities, toxic torts and hazardous waste.  

Approach 
We are prepared 
to work with our 
clients toward early 
case evaluation and 
resolution before 
substantial attorney 
fees are incurred. While 
we are experienced 
in alternative dispute 
resolution such 
as mediation, our 
attorneys are prepared 
to go to trial in those 
cases where a trial is 
necessary.
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LAW FIRM
VERDICT 
IN FAVOR 
OF CLIENT

VERDICT 
AGAINST 
CLIENT

Williams Kastner 103 64

Gordon Thomas Honeywell 62 42

Lane Powell 42 25

Perkins Coie 18 20

Davis Wright Tremaine 11 15

Foster Pepper 5 11

Riddell Williams 4 4

K&L Gates 2 4

Washington Jury Verdicts 1984-2018*

* Source: Compilation of reported data for Washington State by Jury Verdicts Northwest.

Our litigators have earned an excellent reputation for cost-effectively managing complex 
litigation. We achieve this by communicating efficiently, deploying resources appropriately, 
responding to developments rapidly, and driving disputes forward to a timely and satisfactory 
conclusion. Our attorneys are committed to the cost effective resolution of litigation disputes. 
We are experienced in the preparation of litigation budgets and are open to discussion of 
alternative fee billing arrangements. We also have experience with joint representation 
of multiple parties in complex litigation so as to further reduce per capita litigation costs. 
Appropriate conflict waivers are necessary, of course, in such cases. In addition to the firm’s 
experience as primary counsel, we have assisted national firms as regional and local counsel 
in numerous cases as a proven cost-effective litigation team.


